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LoM-nieuwsbrief:

Buggirl - Dirt In The Skirt

Self-financed

file under hardrock / aor

Wim: Clinton and Amber Spence are brother and

sister who love eachother very much. That has to be

the case if you are condemned to eachother in a

musical duo. And that has been the case for quite

some time now because this new album 'Dirt In The

Skirt’ is the third full length release of the pair.

Between the endless touring they also released a

couple of EP's. One of them I was reviewing one

year ago, entitled ‘Blood, Sweat & Beers’. I was not

very enthusiastic back then. I must admit that this

CD suits me much better. Especially Amber has made some progression. She

sings with much more convidence and strength but most of all, the songs simply

are better.

An entire CD filled with tasty raw, uncomplicated, unpretentious heavy rock and

roll. Nothing wrong with that I guess. Rockers like ‘Hungry As Hell'; I like that

stuff. The nice up-tempo 'Wasteland', the brilliant ‘Master Of Disaster’ and the

swinging ‘Fat & Greasy', they are all great songs. Of course there are also a

couple of tracks that are crap. These songs are just a little too bland or too

simple (‘Dirt In The Skirt',’Faster And Faster’), but because of the short length of

the CD you even take the few mistakes for granted. Again, anyone who lives by

the credo 'why do it the hard way if it can be done the easy way’ will have fun

with this album.

Rating: 68/100 (details)

http://www.buggirl.net
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